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Introduction

t ./
.Anyone venturing into the field of classioom pateraction;

-/

, / 7
eizeakchasfacedwitha considerable problent by virtUe of the

/
1

extensiveness of ,ihe I4ritage in this.active Icorner of educa-
,

tional inquiry. _Unless:the& Is time and sp4e or a large book,
'1

he must be excused from elaborate and detalled/ieviewing, and

charged instead tb offer good cause for a freO attempt, and a

cause that is radically different from the pospect of a

tie-breaking study. r,This paper, then,-wil .imit a roll call of
/

'classrwm observation studies which show/staftistical signifi-.

canceand insignificance between pieces/of verbal conduct and

incremental growths in what youngsterslare paid to have learned.

*-

(Berliner
1 has articulated excellentlft the weakhes'ses of such

studies, and'a thorough ieview is.gtve11 by Dunkin and Biddle2.)

The argument to be advanced here is set atop three related

propositions for which it would 1)4 unwise to assume any credit.

_These propositions are:

PROIPOSITION I:
t

There is a considerable ciistance between available means

for deicribing teaching/behavior (using an observation

scheme), and the lirgeF pruposes of education which,

presumably, all sMan/instances of teaching pre collec-
,

tively attempting to/achieve.

'The distance referred to here is of two sOrts. There is

first the troublesome realization that we have,few assurances

. that the mass of objectives in classes.and courses taken over

the years sum to the attainment of educational goals typically

5
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stated by school boarde-and so forth. Second, the descriptions
/ . .

aris from observation devices generally do not describe teach-

ing bphavior in terms of educational goals or objectives, For

instance, to take a model case, thaea piece of teaching is
/

awarded an indirect/direct ratio'of 1.3 tells us nothing about
, / .

th4 sort of education learners are re&eiving, a/though it is

presimed to descriee something of the nature of the experience.3.
,

InIshort, then, we have-no device that permits us to observe a

lesson and then describe it in terms of an educational goal.

PROPOSITION II:

- Classroom observation instruments, which offer descrip-'

tions of teaching, have largely neglected the rich and

clear descriptions of teaching which hive emanated from

philosophical analyses of the concept of teaching itself..

A decade ago,.Komisar4commented that research findings, ". . .

-

are just as.helpful to the propagandist or indoctrinator as

they are to 'the teacher. This is because the aspects of 'class-

room interactiW current research focuses on are not peculiar

to the teaching encounter but are common to all ways man con-
.

trives to mold the minds of other men." Since philosophy of
-

education has in part been concerned-with the concepts that

characterize the enterprise, it is not surprising that there

has been much activity in clarifying terms such as teaching, .

learnfng, indoctrinating, mdseducating, and so forth. And,

since these ierms are intimately bound to concepts of education,

classroom interaction research is probably the poorer for not



employing them.

.PROPOSTTION III:.

The core of research and discuscion'on teaching and iearn-
,

Dig :and indeed of planning for teaching and'learning) 'is

prediction, yet classroom interaCtion research has tended

to fOcits on lmpirical predictions (wIhich are not directly

r61ated to educational goals and objectives) rather than

on logical predictions which-have the achieveinent of

educational goals and objectives is their target.
,

Empirical Predictions (or, empirically based predicti-ons) are of

.the sort: ifIthe climate of the class, as established by the
-

teacher, is suet) and such, then learning will be imprOved. (This

is.the typical form to make the_point, it being understood that

the evidence cannot always'sustain the prediction.) `. A logical

prediction speaks to9the prOvisions made by a teacher's actions.

At root, a logical prediction for teaching and learning has the

form, "If I teach X.to Ap then provision is made for A to learn

X." So, if we wish youngsters to learn the development of the

periodic table of elements, then a logical predittion about
_

iearning requires that all relevant information and argument be

presented. Other information, such .as operating a. tripfe beam

balance can be excluded, for it cannot make the smallest7Pro-

visions for the objectives set.

The problem that this.paper seeks to solve is to begin

filling the gap alluded to in,the first two propositions,while

maintaining the educational-integrity of the third. This

6
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'objective will be achieved in the following manner.- First, a

new..concept for classroom observatibn is stated which is clearly

related to a recognizable educational goal eor ideal. Next, the.

distinctive features of the concept are displayed,'pra this is
'te

achieved byg way of illutration in a brief epi.stemologidal-
...

dhalysis. Lastly, it is shown that the features of this concept

cap be used to dascribe classroom interaction qualitatively and
*

.accurately. r

The Concept Intellectual Independence

nitherto, the majority of studies-on the rielationship

between measures of classroom climate and student aChievement

have relied upon what might be termed a quasi-s14ological inter-

pretation of classroom climate. the model case, if it can.-

tolerate the label, is surely the Flanders System for inter-

action analysis-
5 Flanders, in "Teacher Influence in the Class-

ri;om," traces the pedigree of his system to studies in the

thirties and definep classroom climite fhus:

The words classroom Climate refer to generalized attitudes
toward the teacher and the class that the pupils share in
common in spite ofandividual differences. The develop-
ment of these attitudes is an outgrowth of classroom social
interaction. As a result of participating ih classroom
activities, pupils soon develog shared expectations about
how the teacher will act, what kind of a person he is, and
'how they like thejr class. These.expectations color all
aspects of classroom behavior, creating a social atmosphere
or climate that appears to be fairly stable, once established.
Thus the word climate is merely a shorthand reference to
those qualities that consistently predominate in most
teacher-pupil contacts and contacts between pupils in the
presence of the teacher.6

For two reasons, it seems useful to entertain a radically dif-

ferent way of defining*classroom climate. First, the earlier
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allusions of this argument to research using the Flanders System

J
V.

4d its progeny 0suggest a clack of definitie. correlations be--
,

tween classroom climate- (sociologically defined) and studerit °

adhievement. Second, while there are alternative sources for

defining classroom climate, such as ti_ltr"rosychology of learning

and the structure of the intellezt, which have providedthe con-

ceptual 'uliderpinning, of such.observation,instrments as those

of Taba and Gallagber7, the rich source of conceptsfrom educe-

0.onal philosophy appears not to have been-tapped.. So, notwith-

stending the thorough work of Smith and Meux8 -in describing

teaching in terms of logical moves and strAtegies, the burden of.

work on classroom climate .tenOs to depict-the eMotional, social,

-

and cognitive topology of lessons, while-leaving unnoticed the

possibility of characterizing teaching in terms of its intel-
.

. .
.,-

.-
lectual climatt.

.

I -; -
,

The matter ó establishing concepts which can speak to the

intellectual-climate of a,classroom may be broached by consider-

ing how different sorts of teaching can influence student'

judgment of claims to truih. There is,, for example, a clear

conceptual distinction bdtween teaching which allows students

to judge the truth.of knowledge claims independently, arid teach-.

inq which leaves students dependent upOn their Leacher for

,judgments of truth..-("it must be true-, 'cos the teacher said so:"

aptly eaptures the latter.) The availability or lack of evidence

or argument totsupport knowledge claims has potential for in-
.

fluencing the extent to which learners cah judge claims for

7
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themselves. IMmediately, then, the potential'of epistemólogical
it \

considerations.or describing teaching surfaces.
-

\
. This line of thought leads directly to the-concepts

. .

t.

-6-

- /

Inteliectual_IndependenCe. and Intelplectual Dependence,-which can

be defined as follows. An .individual can be said to be-intellec-. .

tually..inddpendent when he has all .Elle resources necessary'for
,

judging the trutil of a ic.noWledge claim independently of other'

people, Thus, an individual judging the tr"'R f a dlaim'on .

, the basis of all'assumptions, evidence and arguments necessary

.for that judgment is exercising Intellectual Independence,

(Similar conditions obtain for Intellectual Independence in the

adoption or rejection of .values, views of science, and views of

the world.) If
1
for lack one or more of the conditions necessary-A

for Intellectual Independence, an-individual is obliged to rely

upon someone else's authority, then it.iS *said that the first

individual is intellectually dependeht-Upon the,second.

The concept of Intellectual Independence can readily be

seen to assume the status of an educational goal, in an ideal-
. r°

ized formulation. And,_if the third prOposition, above, is kept

in view, it seems entirely possible"to, describe teaching as pro-

. viding for Intellectual 'Independence or for Intellecival Depen-

dence. iinithiS way, the problem noted in proposition I, Above,
.

.will be dissolved, for-there will be a device permitting interested
;

observers to describe instancep of teaching in terms of whether=

-or not those instances provide for an educational goal. In short,.

it looks as if teaching disCourse can be .described in terms which
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reflect iis intellectual climate.
,

Neither is the description lipr-OViding for Intellectual

Independencd or Intellect ual Dependence!' restricted in its ap-

plicaiion to what is,said -by a teacher. TypXcally; students
.

.

offer claims, and the fashion in.-whith'a teacher treats these.-, .. .

.
-

.

can expose_fuithef the dntellectual ol.imate of a classroom.
, . .0

--For instance, in: order that .a student see for himself why his

offering iè.valid or invalidthe.teacher MUstensure-ipat,the.
4

Criteria by which the statement is judged .4re'evident iiOhe

discourse: If -reaSons-for-accepting or rejecting a Student's

A

statements are not explicit, thenagain, the student Is intel-
-

lectually dependent upon the teacher far judging the-validity

of the offeringt But if reaso ns aEt give,_then the student
-

.can judge the,validity-of the statementfor him-self. The undei-

lying notion here is thht students might 3e'-given.Or denied the

prerogative of having their intellectual cohtributions treated

with proper regardto r,eason.

Importantly, it is hot dufficient for a teacher to say

.11Yes" to a'student's. offering, if pitellectual Independence
A

is being aimed for.. Although the-response.!Yes" is said tqgte-
. -

"posftively reinforcin4", it does not by itself provide reason's ,

for the correctness of the.offering. The learner may gather that

he is right but not knoW'why.
2

Here 'then.we seethat the emphasis in discussing intellect-
-

-ual climatd is ulbon the rationality with which student offerings

,

are treated,.and not upon the teacher's-cordiality, the latter



properly belonging,to notiOns of social climate:

Determinin 'the9Peaturee.of Intellectual Independence:

1. The. Conceptual Analysis_
.

A

-As described abacie, t e notion of Intellectual Indepdn-0

dence implies an'educational aim.or ideal-, for it describes a

mental state whose attainment by students might be.the aspira-

. tiomof.their teachers. But, ii this concept is to have value

for analyzing teaching,'it \must be sufficiently articulated to
..

-yield features th at are reaSily transformed into a scheme for

observing and analyzing-teaching. The burden of this task is

undertaken in this p,ection.

The suggestion that IftelectualIndependence could become
'....

a tool for describingathe intellectual climate of teaching and
.

s

\ .
.

for characeer zing the- rationali y, of the discourse, rather than

its cordiality leads quite diie tiy to the thought that a use-
u. .,..

.
1ful startinp p int for discqyerin features of the concept lies

in what have come to be knownlas g traditional three-conditions
1

of knowledge. n an early work, Scheffler finds that 4the follow7

ing conditions m st be sati fied in order for someone to be said

to know a propotion:1° fi st, the person must believe the

pro/position; second, the person must have adequate evidence for
. \ .

the propositiOn; a d third, the proposition must be true.

3-Scheffler's subseq ent analysis of these conditions can be turned

to advantage by asking what conditions must be fulfilled within

teaching discourse if a student is to know a proposition, as

11
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-

distinct; say, from merelysbelieving it.. Without pursuing the '

ergliment-too fully,%we can say that.the evidence and truth con

ditions--must be satisfied. Or, td put the mitter-into the term-
.

inology.of this,paper, itWould appear that'teaching would go
.407

-some.'distance toward providing for Intellectual Independence were

the evidence-and truth,conditions-sa.O.Sfia for each proposition

*ered bythp teacher.
-

These conditions require brief examination so thattheir

impliCatiods ancrlimitations can -be,turned td present purPoses.

As Scheffler has noted, one striking limi tation of the eidence
.

. .

condition is that it simply doeSn-sf applk'to claiMs such as
-

analytical claims foi which.evidence is inappropriate.: 4The evi-
,

c°

. .

dence condition, then; needs some modification, and this is g
N. . ' 4

S

. . achipved by noting .that propositions ire to be suppbrted by.

evidence, reason, and argument. Second, the evidence condition

-fails to:honor tbe place of conflicting evidence or FeasOns:
;

0.

A minor adjustirien't allows us to see that teaching which provides P

for.Intellectual Independence-should acknoc4ledge tosstudents.that

.there is conflicting bvidence,and that the supporang evidence is
a

-

.limited, so that learners are in a position to make judgments

about the claims in question.
. , \

- -

. In its current form, the truzth condition's majdr drawback-
.
4 .

. r . .

is thet it-appeers -*ignore the 1.46alth of-problems which le-
.

. - ,

Iftive'around the question of what pieci*sely can be said to, =1-
y

._stitute truth. For instance, an analydis of the criteria for

truth ip.science rev.eals that_auch criteria are dependent upon

2
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te different views about tha aature of science. A. a cOese

nee, it would be difficult to judge a portion ofsiscience

teaching Oa the basis of the truth of what is asserted, fag tO4

weal(' require coe io commit himself to a particular position

about truth and the natere of science. So, in the spirit gof OP'

preeent inquiry it becomes more significant to examine science

teaching for the propenee or abseade of explicit statement* t004t4 ,

swans Par sosseattal truth. Thus,irather than analyse science

teaching foe the truth of what'is eskerted, oee can analyse.
teoching to see if aOaaa for deteraining truth are made evidenc

to students in order that they can bctter assess the truth of

statements fox themielves. Of course. when teachihg contaies

this information it moves decidedly towardlmoviding fat

4 intellectuel independence. Ihis,foregoing development of the

coocept of Intelieatual independence and intellectual Dependent,"'*

has been restricted to the tailrace in which propoeitions ate

treatii in teadhing. Yet the concept is broader. and this 001

be seen when aloe considers activities in teeehing which are sa00

what different teem the making of claims about the world. .eor

initance, if atudeat* at* to be obi* tO judge the apiropriatseei"

of models*or diagrams that are used in teachilf, then evidence

and argument mat be &Tillable-to show that these do corre*pOnd
:6 te 'what they are meant to repreeeni. if these Cooditions 're

,stadesate can exercise intellectual Ineepeodence. Furthermore.

niece Intellectual Independence speaks of a capacity tor making,

'rational ju4gmem4s, then alternatives mast be available for

13



students to judge between. So, teaching thafprovides-for-

intellectual independence would be characterized by the presense

of alternative theories. say. 'hit it alternatives are absent,

then judgments of this sort are preempted, Such teaching would

provide for Intellectual Dependence.

As was nemtioned earlier, the nation of Intellectual Indepon-

demo* is mot confined to theesplicit and implicit propositional

assertions of teaching, for it can be shown that the concept has

added usefulnesslance it permits a characterization of teaciting

according to the manner in which students' statements are treated.

A comparison between classroom discourse and other forma of

social discourse yarlds useful information about this aspect of

teaching which stems from considerinc the prerogatives of those

enuaged in various forms of discourse.

Generally. verbal interaction* are characterised by the

intrusion of the speakers upon each others perceptions; yet the

participants are usually at liberty to prevent further intru-

sloe bi requestiag that the interactiomicease. Another character-

istic of general verbal interactioe is.that it tarries with It io

coercion tor takieg physical or letellectmal action upon the

Tenvest of a participset. So neither participant is especially

-empowered vith prerogatives whiCh would permit btu to coerce the-

other into any form of course of action. The abitiehee of any

legal or logical permissions to coerce allows each freedoe for

legitimetelyiecliming to takoaction.

Sorts costractuel prerogatives mei be detected is.ctrearcallet,

14.
vi

'
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. and these are quite distinct fros the legal obligation upon

students to attend and teauhers to teach. .A feature that dis-

tinguishes the prerogative of classrooms from those inhering in

other'societal'institutions is-the seemingly undisclosed nature

of the classroom prerogative. In the classroom setting, a student

may be thought of as entering a contract to have something done

to him, but .at the time when he enters the contract he logically

cannot be aware of the full extent of what is to be done, for

he has yet to submit to teaching. For this reason the nature of

thn contract entered by the student remains undisclosed and will

probably remain so until the outcome of teasing in attained, at

which time, of course, the contract can be thought to expire.

Alone, ihis suggests that a studen t. has no prerogatives for

uounteracting the intruslon of teaching upon his perceptions,

and pal 'Appears characteristic of all te

Ifs howls's:, teaching is sonn to make provision for Intel-

lectual Independence. then it is passible to establish that'a stu-

dint" is being permitted to exercise prerogatives which portly

offset the-intrutimumm7of teaching. MOst basically, Intellect-

ual Independence involves the capecity for making judgments about

knowledge claims for oneself. It has bees seen that provision of

madame la support of such claims and seeeime how their truth

As determined are necessary conditiome for making ,such jidgments.

Accordimglys whom a stardust is provided with these comditiona and

permitted to judge claims for himself, his potential for Intel-

lect/4,i Imderemdemos is beimg hoSared. :Wes In terns permits
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din to order his perceptions about the world in such a way that

he is aware of what he is doing and why, as opposed to requiring

him to order them in some prescribed fashion And this allowance

may be interpreted as giving a student the right to exercise a

pretogative that is hisjalone, that of choosing how he will order

his experiencesa responsibility that is ultimately his.

Thus students have irerogatives in the teaching discourse,

and what bears upon the consequences of the discourse is the

extent to which they are permitted to invoke those prerele::%iver.

If provision is being made for Intellectual Independence, then

these prerogatives can be us'ed by learners to,ofteet the intru-

siveness of teacbingo to tha **tent that*thrre equipped,with

means to judge the teaching to which they submitted. Alternatively,

teaching that provides for Intellectual Dependence doom not per-

mit Judgment of-the content taught so it prevents students from

using their prerogatives.

So, respecting the persopal prerogatives pf students.seems

closely allied with providing for Intellectual.Independence.

Alternatively,* these prerogatives,are not iespected, then it

seems that teaching Og.vides for Iatellectual Dependence. For

instance, If a student offers a response to a question then it

would appear that he has the right or prerogative to have that

'response hemmed and treated vith doe regard to reason. A

'reepeose rejected oot of hand clearly violates this prerogative.

for the tamable, csa be seen es !oiling to comply with other

features It teaching which provide for lotellectsal Isdepeodeoce,
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such as the provision of evidenCe or argument. Consequently, .

when a response or an unsolicieed offering is not honored nor'.

treated with regard to reason, that portion of teachimg can be

characterized as Providing for Intellectual Dependence.

4-Detrzsini.reaturesorinlecttialIndendences

2. The Heritage from Analyses of the concept °Teaching"

The second proposition of this paper bemoans the omission

of philosophical analyses of *teaching" in-the Conduct of empir-

ical research on teaching. In this section, the effort is to

show that the concepts Intellectual Independence and,Intellect-

ual Dependence owe much to the analysis of the spncepts teaching

and indoctrinating respectively. Two accounts Of each ,are se-

lected to reveal this ancestry.

Scheffler provides this normative account of temeting:

TiaChing Uirbe chazacterized_aszan activity,aimad at.the
achievemeet ot learning, and practiced in such manner ai
to respect the student's intellectuel integrity and capac-
ity foe independent ludgient. Snob a characterization is
important for at leshat two reascess first, it brings out'
the intentional nature of teaching, the fact that teaching
ii &distinctive goal-oriented, activity, rather that a
distinctively patterned sequence of, behavioral steps
executed by the teacher. Secoedly, it differentiates the
activity of Leaching from such other activities a* propa-
ganda, conditioning, suggestion, and indoctrination, which
are aimed atimodifying the version but strive et all costs
to avoltft genuine engagement of his jedgment.on underlying
issues.44

Por'Scheffler, respecting:a student's intellectual integrity re-

quirlis.tbat teaching discourse gives the student the right to a

coufidence in his beliefs by building an.appropriate case for

them. If the student's Capability for independent judgment Is to

4.
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be respected, then reason, argument and evidence must be provided.

Such a description of teacning coincides closely with the concept

of Intellectual Independence.

The second selected example is from Xomisar who distin-

guishes activities such as propagandizing and indoctrinating from

teaching, by focussing our attention on a special form of teach-

ing which he terms, "teaching at the act level."12 When we speak

of teaching in this way, we refer to the presence of intellectual

acts, such as proving, demonstrating, explaining and-tbe like.'

Such intellectual acts will unquestionably prOvide for

Intellecival Independence: Consider a .teacher proving somethimg.

If the term "provftga is.used here appropriately, then all the

pieces of the proof nay be prelumed present. That the student -

has access to these provides'for Intellectual Independence. Yet,

'if a teacher were attelpting-i proof and OmLU a part of it,-

then it would be qiiite wrong to honor his attempt with the name

of the act. The upshot Of this enterprise is to leave the student

Intellectually appendent,upon'the teacher.13

loch of the analysis of "indoctrination" has been concerned

with the teaching of morals anCreligion in schools.14 Flew, has

suggiested"that Indogtriiiation lay be considered as having a,pri

mary and secondary sense. In Op primary sense, "indoctrination"

describes the implanting of doctrines whidh aie:falsi or not

known to be true, and in the secondary sense *indoctrination"

applies to the ipplant*ng of doctrines by-diiapproved methods.'"

The'priiery sense 1440, has an impact similar toE'prowiding-fer

f
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Intellectual Dependence, for a teacher cannot intend to propagate

falsities, and at the same time provide a comprehensive meansNior

determining theit truth. 16 NN

Similarly, Flew's secondary sense of indoctrination suggests

that its outcome is intended to be Intellectual Dependence. If

the intent is to imP lant doctrines, then it might be necessary

to withhold evidence and Arguntent,, especially if students are

critical of the doctrines. Hut there is a difficulty with Flew's

secondary sense' for It contains the criterion of disapproved

methods. One night -approve the withholding of evidence and
-;Y

.argilment in cetn.ø4tuationa, and so,that process might not

qualify as indoctrination. ill,the same., the potential consé-

quence of that process-Pis still Intellectual Dependence.

< Green provides an aAllysis which seemi *to place Intellectual

1:sependence as the potential consequence of indoctrination. He

Addressees himself to.the task of sorting and arrangingoalong a

continuum verbs within.the family of "teaching verbs." This con-

tinuum extands from actions to beliefs and"makes distinct in-

doctrinating and instructing. The latter, Green suggests, involvesk

matters of truth and falsity, whereas iitdoc:Lrinatine . . . aims

simply at establishitg certain beliefs so th.st they will be held

quite apart from their truth, their eiplanation, or their founda-

tion in evidence." Patentiy, the potential outcome of indrctrin-

ation and teaching that pro:vides for intellectual DePendence are

the same, Both leave the recipient of the act dependentIspon the

perpetrator for assessing the truth of statements transmittea



durin9 the act.

Conclusions

The point of the preceding has been to show that it is

possible to characterize teaching in terms of its intellectual

climate. It has been shown that the concepts Intellectual

Indepeadence and intellectual Dependence are,well suited to this

task and that the concepts refer to larger educational aims, as

well as incorporate some of the more fertile products of concep-

tual analysie in educational philosophy.

The upshot of the anaiysis hao been a list of features

which teaching will possess if it provides for either Intqp.ect-
,

ual Independence or Intellectual Dependence and,these aie sum-
.

marised in the form_of an analytical scheme in Appendix A.

The final po4nt is to show that such a scheme can be used,
01"

and brief extracts from transcripts of sciencel.essons appear in

Appendix B to that end. These extracts are,coded according to

the features of the analytical schemet the one providingifer

Intellectual Independende and the other for Intellectual Depen-,

dence. Coding may be performed in two ways. First, a lessont
coUld be subdivided into episodes similar io those appended, and

then'each.episode judged. Second, a lessOn could be coded every

thirty seconds, and a judgment magic about the degree to which

-Intellectual Independince-and Intellectual Dependence are

provided for, using a five point scale.
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Appendix A

The Analytical Scheme

II INTELLECTUAL INDEPENDENCE

Statements Which present the intellectual undergirding of
knowledge claims (evidence and arguments) an such a way that
the listener has the data to make his own judgments.

c

a. Evidence is provided in support of claims.

b. The argument is present.

c. Correspondence of diagram or model to phenomena is
demonstrated by argument and evidence.

d, Adequate reasons given for the acceptability or
unacceptability of a pupil's statement or response.

e. Suggestions, questions and objections of pupils are
honored and are treated with regard to reason.

f. Pupils have provisionto make judgments of the viability
of models, theories, and explanations by recourse_to
phenomena.

g. Alterhative models, theories, and explanations are
provided to permit pupils to make judgments among them.

h4 ,Discrepancies among observations or evidence are
rationally resolved.

ID INTELLECTUAL DEPENDENCE

Statements which present a knowledge claim in such a way
that the listener is dependent upon the speaker for making
a valid judgment about the claim.

a. EvidenCe ii not provided in support of clhims.

b. The argument is absent.

c. Correspondence of,diagram or model,to' phenomena is not
demonstrated by-evidence or-by argument.

d. Adequate reasons for the acceitability or unaccept-
, ability of a pupil's response are absent.

e. Suggestions, quest-1(5ns, and objections of pupils are
not honored or are not treated witn regard to reason.

f. Prqvision is not made for pupils to make judgments of
the vialiility of models, theories, and explanations by
recourse to phenomena. .

The meking of judgments among alternative models, th4dries,
and explanations is preempted since alternatives are not
_provided.

,Discrepancies-among observaaons or.evidence 'ire not
iesolved on rational grounds. -

Agtgli(44
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Appendix B 4
4

Examples of the Scheme in Use

II INTELLECTUAL .INDEPENONCE

Item Example

II-a T: (Pointing to the hot beaker) What is happening to the
Potassium permanganate?

P: It's diffusing faster than the cold one.

II-b T: Nowe to see if this is a good theory, we have to
predict something with it and then test our predictioll.
We saw our prediction was correct, so we can say it's
a good theory.

T: NoW, we're trying to see if the ball behaves in the
'same way'that light behaves. We 4ot angle of incidence
equal to angle of .reflection with light and with the
ballour- model of light.

)-0

II-d "P: Perhaps the charge thing moves along the.glass rod.

T: Now wait. From the experiment, glass doesn't conduct,
does it? So that explanation won't work.

.*-

II-e P: Won't end "B" of the iron bar repel end."1 o
other bar?

Why do you think that'll happen?

P: Well, er, because... (P provides reasons).

II-f T: So"we have two theories: single-fltild and.double-fluid,
say. Which one seems to be supported by your results?

II-g T: But there's another way of looking at this. Suppose we,
think °flight as wave-like instead of particle-like.

II-h p: Hey, we got a height of 36.8 centimeters.

T: Oh, Er, perhaps we'd better repeat that-measurement to
be mire we haven!t got'an error.-

e
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ID INTELLECTUAL DEPENDENCE

Item Example.
I.

ID-a T: There are 600 000 different-kinds of insects.

ID-b T: Since it did travel faster, what do you'suppose its,'
density is?

P: Lighter?

T: Yes. Lighteithan 'the other one because it travelled
faster. (No argument is presented which relates speed
"and mass.)

ID-c T: -(Holding up a model made of styrofoam balls): This is
, a model of a salt crystal. AT then proceeds to ancither
topic, no mention being being made of the relationships
among conceptual model, physical'model, and observations.")

ID-d T: What.else,do living things have in common?

-
-P: All living things die.

T: Well, yes. But that's not what I want.
0

.

ID-e : People aren't animals, they're humans.

: People are animals, the same aS cats.and dogs-and so om
They're not plants are t4ey?, (T moves to another topic.)

-

ID-f. T: What produces static eleCtricity4 then?

(T continues'with some'definitions and demon-
stragions, but doesn't relate data to the idea of
friction nproducine static electricity.-) ,tre,
Modern atomid theory states that the atom is composed

- of.. ' (T describes the theory and the observations-it
supports. No mention is made of former theories nor
of how they deal with the same observations:)
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Item .-Example

ID-h T: How many of you got the bulb to'light up'when you used
solution E? (Several hands are raised.)

P: ,It didn't work with us.

.,11:.,Did anyone else mot get it io light in'E? (Silence, no
hands are raised., T proceeds without further reference
to the anomaly'd

"

0

. -

0
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